**Radium Hot Springs**
Soak in the scenery and the curative, bubbling waters

**Marble Canyon**
Teeter above this gorgeous, somewhat dizzying, wonder of nature

**Takakkaw Falls**
Thundering, misty and utterly mesmerizing

**Lake Louise**
Unbelievably stunning lake with a backdrop of snowy peaks and a looming glacier
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**Radium Hot Springs**
Soak in the scenery and the curative, bubbling waters
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**Marble Canyon**
Teeter above this gorgeous, somewhat dizzying, wonder of nature
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**Takakkaw Falls**
Thundering, misty and utterly mesmerizing
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Lake Louise
Unbelievably stunning lake with a backdrop of snowy peaks and a looming glacier
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**Takakkaw Falls**
Thundering, misty and utterly mesmerizing

FINISH
Golden